REBUS REMIX CROSSWORD by Dart
In Rebus Remix, you use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, icon tiles which represent words, and special tiles
which affect the icon tiles. The icon tiles have drawings, and they represent words of
approximately three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal in sounds; icon tiles represent the
letters in the word they represent. Once you know what an icon's meaning is, that
meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters
long and at least two tiles long. For example, the tiles at the right answer
the clue "The Man in Black". This answer is 4 letters long and 2 tiles long,
and the name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word (with one exception). All answers
must use an icon tile. In this crossword, if an answer is four tiles or longer, it uses at least
two tiles that are not single letters (so, double letters, icon tiles or the special tiles described
below in some combination).
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [ash] tile above shows a cigar,
there is a red arrow pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay attention to.
(This implies, of course, that without an arrow, you should describe the whole picture.)
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
The exclamation point speech bubble indicates that a creature is saying something,
and it is that word that should be used as the meaning for the tile.
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A speech bubble with a flag image in it tells you that the meaning of the tile is as
the image would be described in that part of the world. Note that speech bubbles
may appear on tiles that are neither exclamation points nor flags; these simply
represent speech.
The Reverse tile reverses the order of the letters in the icon tile immediately before
it in the answer. (This means the tile to its left in an Across answer and the tile
above it in a Down answer.
The <\r] tile deletes the letter R from the
icon tile just before it in the answer.
The <^n] tile inserts the letter N into the middle of
the icon tile just before it in the answer.
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
This .pdf contains the Rebus Remix crossword, which appeared at the 2012 NPL convention in
Portland, or. It is rather strongly recommended that you cut the tiles out and build the
crossword with them! I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2012, Darren Rigby
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All answers are spelled with at least one icon tile; all answers that are at least four tiles long
contain at least two tiles that are not single letters. The final grid is 11 × 11 and has no symmetry.
All answers appear as single uncapitalized words in 11C, though they may be clued in capitalized
form, EXCEPT for the answer to #35, an appropriate capitalized word in 11C. Clues are sorted by
word length (with “tile lengthˮ provided), but otherwise randomly, except for that pesky #35.
23 Its seeds are called
13 Four-man nautical winch ③
Jimmy Carterʼs middle
14 It may be topped with
parachutes ⑤
name ②
24 Gas station employee ⑤
Wound slightly, in
parapets ③
25 Satirist, esp. as at
15 Prohibited ③
fencing ②
Harvard? ⑤
16 Deepwater Horizon
A derivative,
26 Stave off ④
essentially ③
statistic ④
27 Cheese often found
17 Abolish; nullify ④
Term of affection in
in desserts ④
18 Eggs-pert? ⑤
“Iʼd Do Anythingˮ ②
28 Giraffe ⑤
19 Other interpretation for
Part of the wardrobe
29 Prismatic ⑤
for Youngblood ③
a Morse code S ④
30 An Italian dance ④
20 How some problems
Awake at the switch? ③
31 Rotational force ④
need to be thought out ④
Final Jeopardy feature ③
21 Summing up for those
32 Impervious to the
Someone like “Rain Manˮ ④
elements ⑥
who may have missed
Squeal ③
33 Small cream puffs ⑤
something ⑤
Filthy and not liveable ④
34 He does supplies,
22 Location of thalamus
It can be dramatic ③
not housing ⑦
and hypothalamus ④
Buffalo wings or
35 [Extra proper noun]
champagne, e.g. ④
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